
Lottie & Bean is a playful, comfy, print-focused, ethical childrenswear brand for children 
aged 6-10, prioritising comfort and celebrating the natural curiosity and creativity of children. 
Lottie + Bean hopes to inspire children to dream big and be creative. All Lottie & Bean products 
are ethically produced in the North East of England by social enterprise Self-Made Studios, 
allowing Lottie + Bean to support local businesses and the community.

The first collection ‘Lost + Found’ draws inspiration from the little things that children choose 
to collect, repurpose and find unique value in. From fruit stickers to stamps and rubbers to flowers, to collect, repurpose and find unique value in. From fruit stickers to stamps and rubbers to flowers, 
this collection is a celebration of the little things in life and encourages us to appreciate them and 
stay curious about the world around us. The quilting and printed details in the key look are designed 
to spark curiosity - as children look closer, the more shapes and details they will be able to spot. 
Both printing and quilting are inspired by ephemera with the motifs taken from vintage stamps.

Add-on embroidered badges are inspired by vintage fruit stickers and give children the opportunity 
to customise their clothes and be creative.

Garment silhouettes took inspiration from the aviation jackets and workwear of pioneering female Garment silhouettes took inspiration from the aviation jackets and workwear of pioneering female 
explorers and pilots such as Amelia Earhart, incorporating design details such as a ribbed collar.
Practical and adaptable features such as detachable sleeves and adjustable straps allow for 
clothes to be adapted with the seasons and as the child grows.
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Lost & Found is a collection inspired by the little things that
children choose to collect, repurpose and find unique value in.
From fruit stickers to stamps and rubbers to flowers, this collection
is a celebration of the little things in life and encourages us
to appreciate them and stay curious about the world around us.
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Lost & Found is a collection inspired by the little things that
children choose to collect, repurpose and find unique value in.
From fruit stickers to stamps and rubbers to flowers, this collection
is a celebration of the little things in life and encourages us
to appreciate them and stay curious about the world around us.
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